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1 Abstract

The goals of this research was to establish if Hybrid development would be an
improvement to Plan-Driven development when developing software, in particular,
whether it would be an improvement for employees. In order to achieve this goal a
specific Hybrid method was selected, (Shimoda & Yaguchi, 2017), which was adapted
to fit the procedures at NTS D&E department, where this research took place. By
combining best practices of both methods, it is hoped to optimize development. The
expected advantages of the Hybrid method, compared to Plan-Driven development,
were formulated based on existing literature. To test if the expected advantages
were also reported by employees, semi-structured interviews were conducted. This
revealed that employees expected, in general, that their motivation would improve
through increased feelings of accomplishment, improved feedback and an increase in
participation. Furthermore, communication was expected to improve, particularly
communication between employees who develop different parts of one final product,
e.g., employees who produce software and hardware. Finally, on average, it was
expected that required changes to software would be discovered sooner compared to
the former way of working. However, employees did differentiate in their expectations
of the response after a need for change is discovered.

2 Introduction

Ensuring that software development projects remain within schedule and budget
has been a known issue for years (Brooks, 1987). Even then (1987) software engineers
underestimated the amount of work to be done to get the final (software) product.
Proposed solutions to this issue included thorough requirement and specification test-
ing (Brooks, 1987). This solution is part of traditional software development, also
known as Plan-Driven development (Paetsch, Eberlein, & Maurer, 2003).
An important assumption for Plan-Driven development methods, is that it is feasible
to formulate a stable set of requirement that do not change throughout the project
(Paetsch et al., 2003). Others assume that requirements are not stable i.e. they
will change during the project (Paetsch et al., 2003). This led to the rise of Agile
methods, which are based on this assumption. Plan-Driven and Agile development
do not only differentiate in their assumption about the stability of requirements. Fur-
ther differences, as indicated by Nerur, Mahapatra, and Mangalaraj (2005), are their
respective focus on either process or people. The goal of Plan-Driven methods is
to have a process that is optimal and repeatable. This is achieved through careful
and controlled planning. Agile methods focus on people rather than processes, by
empowering team-members to make decisions based on the current situation.
Both differences are given as reasons to characterize Plan-Driven and Agile devel-
opment methods as opposites (Nerur et al., 2005; Paetsch et al., 2003). However,
recently a new trend has developed in which a combination of these development
approaches is used, so called Hybrid methods (Kuhrmann et al., 2017). Research
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into Hybrid methods is limited (Theocharis, Kuhrmann, Münch, & Diebold, 2016).
For example how Hybrid methods will influence employees (e.g. their motivation
or communication) is relatively unexplored. Also, whether Hybrid methods are an
improvement to the methods they will replace is not clearly answered in literature.
Therefore, this research will explore one of these new Hybrid methods in detail and
compare it to Plan-Driven development.

2.1 Plan-Driven development methods

Plan-Driven methods, in which the plan is leading, are considered the traditional
way of working (Boehm & Turner, 2004). Boehm and Turner’s (2004) book states
that Plan-Driven development methods consist of a relatively large amount of docu-
mentation in order to be able to monitor progress, reproduce and verify results. This
documentation includes extensive planning of the entire development process. For
example, an architectural design of the software and other specifications that need
to be met throughout the project. The planning is done at the start of the project.
Consequentially, if the plan requires change during the project, a large amount of
(re)work has to be done. This is why Plan-Driven methods work best when there is
a high degree of reliability, stability and predictability. Plan-Driven methods assume
that requirements do not change throughout the project Paetsch et al. (2003). In
order to manage the entire development process, Plan-Driven methods provide ex-
tensive guidelines, procedures and planning templates (Theocharis et al., 2016).

The most used Plan-Driven method is the waterfall model (Kuhrmann et al.,
2017). Though various variations have been created the original method was devel-
oped by Royce (1970). The waterfall model, as shown in Figure 1, consists of six
sequential phases. The specifications set for each phase need to be met in order to
go to the next phase i.e. to follow the arrow down the waterfall in Figure 1. The
first phase consists of gathering all the requirements needed for the project. The next
phase consists of analyzing these requirements, before using them in the third phase
to create a software design. No actual software is created until the fourth phase.
Once all the coding is complete it will be tested (fifth phase). If the software passes
all tests, it will be put into practice thereby placing the software in the final phase,
the operations phase. Going through these phases sequentially is how software should
be developed when adhering to the waterfall model.
However, in his original paper, Royce (1970) already expressed that in practice there
would be loop-backs to the previous phases, or even further back up the waterfall,
though this is not desired. For example during testing it could be found that a mistake
had been made during the requirements phase, which would not be found before the
test (fifth) phase. This would mean having to go back up the waterfall to the require-
ments phase and starting from there again. This would cause the developement time
to double which in turn would double the costs (Royce, 1970). Future adaptations of
the Waterfall model include the V-model, as shown in Figure 1. As with the waterfall
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(a) Waterfall model (Royce, 1970) (b) V-model (Hayata & Han, 2011)
Figure 1 . Waterfall model and V-model

model each phase needs to be completed before the next phase should begin (Hayata
& Han, 2011). The main difference between the methods is that if during testing on
the right side of the model a mistake is discovered the development team needs to
go back to the same level on the left side of the model. For example if a mistake is
found during the Unit test phase, the team needs to go back to the detailed design
phase to solve the mistake.

2.2 Agile development methods

As shown in Dingsøyr, Nerur, Balijepally, and Moe’s (2012) meta-analysis of Agile
methods, definitions of Agile methods vary. However, a list of four values and twelve
principles was created in 2001, the Agile manifesto (Beck et al., 2001; Appendix A).
One of these values is that individuals and interactions are valued over processes and
tools, which is in line with Nerur et al.’s (2005) research. The values also illustrate
why Plan-Driven methods are often characterized as opposites to Agile methods; e.g.
plans are valued less than responding to change. For a method to be qualified as Agile
it needs to have iterative cycles according to Boehm and Turner (2004), the product
needs to be delivered in increments and the team needs to be self-organizing. The
iterative cycles should be short, in order to be able to respond to changes. This is also
why Agile methods are well suited to work in a turbulent high change environment,
unlike Plan-Driven methods (Boehm & Turner, 2004).

The most commonly used Agile method is the Scrum method (Kuhrmann et al.,
2017). The Scrum method was developed in the 1990, but is still being updated,
with an updated guide being published every few years by Schwaber and Sutherland
with the latest edition having been published in 2017. This guide states that the
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Scrum method is a framework containing components (Schwaber & Sutherland, 2017).
Cooper and Sommer (2016) define nine essential components which are organized into
three groups: artefacts, tools and roles.

Artefacts

• Sprint: Repeated time-boxed period of two to four weeks in which a part of
the project is executed.

• Daily Scrum: Daily meeting of 15 minutes to encourage knowledge-sharing.

• Retrospect meeting: Meeting at the end of the sprint with the goal of
optimizing the team functions.

Tools

• Product backlog: This is the replacement of the traditional requirement
specification, though it does not contain a detailed description but rather
customer needs, wants and preferences in order of importance.

• Sprint / Kanban board: All tasks are defined for that sprint on the board in
three columns; to-do, in progress and done.

• Burn-down chart: This is an aid to show the progress of the team, and shows
the rate of completion of activities mapped against the desired time unit.

Roles

• Member : Is part of the team, preferably without other job-titles.

• Scrum master : Facilitates the meetings and ensures that members use the
tools correctly.

• Product owner : Is responsible for the backlog and representing the customer.

2.3 Hybrid methods

Similar to Agile development, varying definitions about Hybrid methods exist, for
this paper the definition of Kuhrmann et al. (2017) will be used. A hybrid software
development approach is any combination of Agile and traditional (Plan-Driven or
rich) approaches that an organizational unit adopts and customizes to its own context
needs (Kuhrmann et al., 2017, p. 30). Their research also confirms the use of Hybrid
methods in practice. Kuhrmann et al. (2017) developed the Helena survey, Hybrid
dEveLopmENt Approaches, to investigate the current way of working in software
development. Their research shows that even though Agile methods are applied the
most, a Hybrid method is also common practice. Furthermore, their study concluded
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that the implementation of Hybrid methods is not dependent on company size, or in-
dustry sector (Kuhrmann et al., 2017). Theocharis et al.’s (2016) research confirmed
this view with their meta-analysis of the literature about development methods. They
also conclude that Hybrid methods are used in practice, though more research should
be done to determine the why and how of implementing Hybrid methods. For exam-
ple, is the Hybrid method an improvement to the Plan-Driven method? What are
the expected advantages and is there consensus about these advantages throughout
the organization? In this project, I aim to contribute to a better understanding of
Hybrid methods by answering the following research question:

RQ Is the implementation of a Hybrid method, combining a Plan-Driven
development method with an Agile development method, an improvement to the
Plan-Driven development method for the development of software in a combined
development project with electronics, mechanics and optics?

2.4 NTS-group

This research will be conducted at NTS-Group (NTS). NTS is a large organi-
zation comprised of several departments and subsidiaries, with over 1500 employees
(NTS-Group, 2017). This research takes place at the Development & Engineering
department (D&E) where multidisciplinary teams, among other things, develop ma-
chinery, large-scale test equipment and 3D printers are developed for other companies.
These teams consist of members with differing disciplinary backgrounds; mechanics,
electronics, optics and software. The size of the team is project dependent, as is the
number of people from each discipline. Within NTS a V-model is used to develop
their products, as shown in Figure 1. The specifications in order to pass a phase are
extensively documented in their quality manual, and are commonly referred to as the
PCP, Product Creation Process. The products are produced on customer request,
rather than developing a product and then selling it to the customer. Because every-
thing is produced on customer request, NTS requires an upfront customer agreement
before starting the actual designing of the product. Producing the specifications for
the agreement for mechanical and electrical components is not considered an issue
at NTS. However, producing specifications for software is considered to be more of a
challenge. Reasons for this vary according to different employees, e.g. clients do not
have a clear picture of their request in mind, or software engineers were not involved
soon enough. Regardless of the reason, the estimates regarding required hours for
software development, made at the beginning of the project, vary a lot from the final
result. Among other things, NTS hopes to reduce this variation by implementing a
Hybrid method for software development, or at least make the estimate more reliable.

The D&E department consists of several locations in the Netherlands. This re-
search will be limited to the locations in Eindhoven and Nijmegen (called Optel).
These locations were selected because of their contrasting way of working. And as
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described in Melo, Santana, and Kon’s (2012) research, the evaluation of a new de-
velopment method is influenced by the previous way of working. The location in
Eindhoven, which is also larger, works according to the V-model described above.
Optel, however, does not work with a V-model. Though employees of Optel keep the
PCP in mind, they determine per situation what works.

3 Introducing various Hybrid development methods

There are various versions of Hybrid development methods used in practice (Kuhrmann
et al., 2017). Such as the Agile-Stage-Gate Hybrid method (Cooper, 2017), Water-
Scrum-Fall (West, 2011), and the Hybrid method introduced by Shimoda and Yaguchi
(2017). These three methods have different backgrounds. The Agile-Stage-Gate Hy-
brid method is a formal Hybrid method, evolved from a Plan-Driven method; i.e.
the Stage-Gate method. On the contrary, the Water-Scrum-Fall method is evolved
from an Agile method. West (2011) states that the Water-Scrum-Fall method is the
result of implementing Scrum in practice when organizational limitations force the
implementation of a Hybrid method. The Hybrid method by Shimoda and Yaguchi
(2017) is developed by combining both methods, and tries to combine the advantages
of both Plan-Driven and Agile development. All three methods use Scrum practices
for the Agile part of the Hybrid method. This is in line with common practice, since
Scrum is implemented most often as part of Hybrid methods (Kuhrmann et al., 2017).

3.1 Agile-Stage-Gate Hybrid method

The Agile-Stage-Gate Hybrid method is a combination of the Stage-Gate method,
a Plan-Driven method, with Agile components as shown in Figure 2 (Cooper, 2016).
Lenfle and Loch (2010) describe the traditional Stage-Gate method as a rigorously
planned development method, suited for projects with clear targets and goals, within a
stable environment. However, it is less suited for innovative and novel projects within
today’s dynamic environment. Companies using the Stage-Gate method started to
implement Agile components within the method, in order to meet the environmental
demands (Cooper & Sommer, 2016). Cooper (2016) incorporated this trend into the
Stage-Gate method which eventually resulted in the Agile-Stage-Gate Hybrid method.
As a consequence Agile-Stage-Gate Hybrid method is most often implemented by
companies already using the Stage-Gate method (Cooper & Sommer, 2016).
Cooper and Sommer (2016) describe the traditional Stage-Gate method through five
stages, similar to the waterfall method. These stages are: Ideation, Concept, Busi-
ness Case, Development and Testing. After every stage there is a gate. The gates
represented a so called Go/Kill decision regarding the continuation of the project.
The idea behind the gates is that weaker projects should be ’killed’ in order to have
a focus on stronger projects. The main difference between the Stage-Gate and Agile-
Stage-Gate Hybrid method, is that the stages no longer just provide results at the
end of the stage (Cooper & Sommer, 2016). During the stage there are incremental
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releases, through the use of sprints adapted from the Scrum method (Cooper, 2017).
The sprints can be implemented in every stage. However, in practice they are imple-
mented from the development approval gate onward, the second G2 gate in Figure 2
(Cooper, 2017).

Figure 2 . Agile-Stage-Gate Hybrid model adapted from Cooper and Sommer (2016)

3.2 Water-Scrum-Fall method

The Water-Scrum-Fall method is not developed because West (2011) is an ad-
vocate of Hybrid methods. He views the Water-Scrum-Fall method as the result of
implementing Agile, particularly Scrum, in practice. West (2011) cites two main rea-
sons for this phenomenon. First that implementing Scrum is practitioner led. The
teams who implement Scrum focus on domains within their control. Domains outside
the teams’ control, such as release management and business control, often continue
to follow the old Plan-Driven way of working. The second reason is compliance re-
quirements. For example, customers or governance rules, often require organizations
to define requirements before starting.
The Water-Scrum-Fall method is not a formal method with explicit documentation
on how to apply the method. However, there is a common understanding about what
constitutes a Water-Scrum-Fall method (Schauderer, Overhage, & Fehrenbach, 2015).
West (2011) and Schauderer et al. (2015) distinguish three sections in the method,
namely: Water, Scrum and Fall. The work required to be done before starting the
development is defined as the Water, such as defining the requirements. This is fol-
lowed by Scrum, were teams should work according to the Scrum method as described
above. The Fall is the final part of the process and refers to release management.
Though Scrum advocates often and frequent releases to clients, the organizational
structure might not be suited to do this. Furthermore, the release process is marked
by a large amount of formal processes and bureaucracy (West, 2011). However, West
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(2011) does advocate to lighten the release process by adding as much of the release
activities to the Sprint as possible. This would extend the Scrum part and reduce
the Water and Fall part of the project, which is in line with West’s (2011) goal. He
advocates for continuous expansion of the Scrum part of the model. Though, he does
emphasize that organizational changes require time.

3.3 Hybrid method, combining V-model and Scrum

Shimoda and Yaguchi (2017) advocate for a Hybrid method were the V-model,
a version of the Waterfall model, is combined with Scrum, as shown in Figure 3.
Shimoda and Yaguchi’s (2017) model provides tooling for the planning of the sprints
upfront. This is also the main difference between Shimoda and Yaguchi’s (2017) com-
bination of the V-model and Scrum compared to the already existing Hybrid model
defined by Hayata and Han (2011). The goal is to ensure that features that have
similar components, which they refer to as common objects, can be grouped together.
This will reduce development time because the software developers do not need to re-
fresh their knowledge about the previously produced code, but are able to get started
straight away (Shimoda & Yaguchi, 2017). The customer requirements can be made
clear with the tooling, by using Use-cases and Use-case descriptions. These Use-cases
should then be ranked in order of value to the customer. Furthermore, the Use-cases
and Use-case descriptions will form the input for three UML (Universal Modeling Lan-
guage) diagrams; i.e. the class diagram, sequence diagram and robustness diagram.
Important to note is that the robustness diagram is not an official UML diagram, but
a diagram defined by Rosenberg and Stephens (2007) using UML components. They
compare it to a mix of a class diagram and an activity diagram. The three diagrams
will be used as input to create a feature object relation matrix which will produce a
feature development order, see Figure 4. The various features with a common object
will be grouped together and will become the themes of the sprints. After all the
Sprints are completed, the Hybrid method prescribes following the V-model again.
Though all software produced in Sprints should be tested in the sprint, referred to in
the model as the unit test, they also need to be tested together in a joint test followed
by a comprehensive test. This will ensure that everything is in line with what was
agreed upon upfront.

As already illustrated by Hayata and Han’s (2011) research, having sprints will
enable a reduction in development time by optimizing the development process. Fur-
thermore, the plan can be used to produce a contract in which requirements are
specified that reduce the risk for ambiguous project goals and deliverables (Hayata
& Han, 2011). However, having customers specify a large number of requirements
at the start of the project is cautioned against by West (2011). Too many early re-
quirements often results in an increase in incorrect requirements which will require
rework (West, 2011). The customer might not be able to produce the required in-
formation needed for Shimoda and Yaguchi’s (2017) Hybrid method, or the provided
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Figure 3 . Hybrid model by Shimoda and Yaguchi (2017)

information might change. However, the customers were already expected to provide
the required information upfront most of the time because Hybrid methods are most
often implemented in companies that used to use a Plan-Driven Method. Compared
to a V-model the Hybrid model as defined by Shimoda and Yaguchi (2017) requires
less detailed requirements upfront, only enough to define the sprint planning.

3.4 Selecting a Hybrid method for NTS

The NTS D&E department works with a waterfall model, specifically the V-model.
The Agile-Stage-Gate Hybrid model is usually implemented as an evolution of the
Stage-Gate model, which would make this model less suitable for NTS. Though it is
possible to kill a project within NTS when started, this is only done when unavoidable.
Therefore, the Agile-Stage-Gate Hybrid method with its Go/Kill gates would not be
suited for implementation within NTS. This leaves West’s (2011) Water-Scrum-Fall
model and Shimoda and Yaguchi’s (2017) Hybrid model. The current way of working
within the NTS D&E department entails only doing projects when commissioned
by customers. Having a contract as soon as possible is therefore important. This
requires a detailed list of upfront specifications of what the final product will have,
or at least be able to do, for example through Use-cases with Use-case descriptions.
Though both models are able to create a list of upfront requirements, Shimoda and
Yaguchi’s (2017) model provides better tooling. The NTS D&E department wants to
continue working with the current V-model for the mechanics, electronics and optics
disciplines. However, all disciplines together, including software, need to produce one
final product. This means that they need to be aware of when they need something
from one another i.e. where dependencies exist. By planning the sprints, all disciplines
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Figure 4 . Tooling for the Hybrid model by Shimoda and Yaguchi (2017)

can agree on a schedule in which they take each others needs into account. For
example, produce a piece of hardware sooner so a critical software component can be
tested, or the other way around. This can only be done if there is a planning: i.e.
if it is known what piece of software is expected to be produced during each sprint.
Therefore, the Hybrid model as defined by Shimoda and Yaguchi (2017) is selected
to be implemented as the new development method for NTS D&E department.

4 Detailed Hybrid method

As stated above, the definition of Hybrid methods is: A hybrid software devel-
opment approach is any combination of Agile and traditional (Plan-Driven or rich)
approaches that an organizational unit adopts and customizes to its own
context needs (Kuhrmann et al., 2017, p. 30). The second part of the definition,
highlighted in bold, is important to note. Though Shimoda and Yaguchi’s (2017)
method should be implemented at NTS, it needs to be adapted to have the required
level of detail to work for NTS. This has resulted in the Hybrid development method
shown in Figure E1, an overview of the entire development process. An overview of a
single sprint (called an iteration in this Hybrid method) is shown in Figure E2. Both
Figures are placed in the Appendix due to their size.

Shimoda and Yaguchi’s (2017) method can be divided into three periods, as shown
in Figure 5. The blue period is used to define the requirements and create plans for
the iteration. This is followed by the yellow period, during which the iterations take
place. The green, and final, period is used to test everything together according to
the requirements. Below, these periods are described in more detail. Due to word
limits, only a brief description is provided.
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During the blue period the tooling provided by Shimoda and Yaguchi (2017)
should be used to determine the requirements for, and the schedule of the iterations.
First the use cases and use case descriptions will be used to define the requirements.
These use cases will also, in part, be used by the other disciplines to define their
requirements, thereby, to an extent, making dependencies clear. The next step in
Shimoda and Yaguchi’s (2017) method is to find the common objects in the software.
These common objects can then be ranked in a feature object relation matrix. This
matrix should form the foundation for determining what is to be done in which it-
eration. However, it is dependent on the software which UML diagrams provide the
most useful information (Rosenberg & Stephens, 2007). For the software developed
by NTS the Robustness diagram is less suitable. Because of this it has been decided
to use a different UML diagram i.e. the Package diagram. Like the Robustness di-
agram, the Package diagram is also used to find related elements in use cases and
other UML diagrams (Rosenberg & Stephens, 2007). Two other diagrams are added
as potential diagrams to be used, the Deployment and Activity diagrams. The De-
ployment diagram provides the overview of where and how the software will be run
(Rosenberg & Stephens, 2007). This diagram can also help to make the dependencies
between software and the other disciplines clear. The Activity diagram is added to
be able to display the flow of the system (Rosenberg & Stephens, 2007). The lead en-
gineer or software architect who will determine the planning of the iteration, needs to
determine which diagrams will be of use to create the themes for the iterations. The
themes and especially the order of the themes should also be discussed with the other
disciplines. It could be that the entire project would benefit from changing the order
of some themes, even if this would not be most optimal for the software discipline.
This, as well as the overall schedule of the project, should then be discussed and
agreed upon. Furthermore, before continuing with the iterations the Lead Engineer
or Software Architect also needs to determine the test platform, simulation plan and
tooling plan. This was already part of the quality manual within NTS, though not
always strictly adhered to.

The iterations are displayed in the yellow part as shown in Figure 5. A couple of
years back, there was an attempt to implement Scrum at NTS. The review results were
mixed. This was in part due to inconsistent implementation of the Scrum method.
Additionally, the Scrum method was implemented for the entire development process
and for all disciplines, which was a large change to the way of working, which may have
led to the mixed review results. Because of this it was chosen to refer to these sections
as iterations rather than sprints. The detailed description of the iterations is to a
large extent in line with the Scrum practices described by Schwaber and Sutherland
(2017). A detailed description of an iteration is displayed in Figure E2. The iteration
starts with the Start-up meeting where the detailed design of the theme for that
iteration is introduced. This detailed design can be created using UML diagrams,
documentation and user stories. Furthermore, this detailed design should have been
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worked out during the previous iteration. During the Start-up meeting the team
that creates the software, comes to an agreement on what should be produced during
the iteration. This includes the way in which software should be tested, and what
quality it needs to have. In order to achieve this goal, tasks are created. Important
to note is that Scrum methodology describes that only items should be detailed, not
specific tasks Schwaber and Sutherland (2017). However, for this Hybrid method it
was opted to define tasks as this is similar to the current way of working at NTS.
These tasks are prioritized and their individual duration is estimated. All of these
tasks are placed on a Scrum board using JIRA, a software tool. However, teams can
also opt to use a physical board. This board consists of several columns. All tasks
will first be placed in the backlog column. When software engineers are working on a
task they place it under the ’to do’ column. When the task is completed the software
engineers will place the task under either the review column, if the tasks needs to be
reviewed, or under the integration column. From the integration column the tasks
are placed in the done column by the release manager. This is a team member whose
responsibility it is to release software. The release manager manages software versions
and ensures that all released software meets requirements. This role is already used in
some projects within NTS. After all the software is produced for that iteration, there
are two meetings to conclude the iteration, the closure and retrospective meeting.
In the closure meeting the produced software is compared to the initial agreed upon
work for that iteration. If there are some tasks left they can either be placed in the
next iteration or on the Kanban board and will be completed during the green period.
The Kanban board is similar to the Scrum board, with the main difference being that
the backlog is ’open’. Tasks can continuously be added, and not just during a start-up
meeting. During the closure meeting, the overall project is discussed. For example, it
could be that the schedule needs to be adapted based on the number of tasks the team
can complete during a certain time unit, the so called burn down rate. Furthermore,
during the closure meeting a demonstration can be provided, to either the customer,
or the other disciplines. After the Closure meeting the Retrospective meeting takes
place. This will be done to look for improvements to the way of working or to resolve
any issues unrelated to the software development itself. These improvements can then
be implemented for the next iteration.

The green, and final, period consists of combining the software with the other
parts of the project. Because software is released after every iteration it can already
be used in combination with hardware. This can, for example, be done through
module integration. It is likely that during testing some issues will be discovered.
These issues can become input for an iteration, or can be placed on the Kanban
board to be worked on when all iterations are done. When all parts and modules
are produced for every discipline, system integration will take place, this includes
comprehensive testing. It is very likely that certain issues, or bugs will be discovered
during this testing. These should be placed on the Kanban board, also available in
JIRA, to be worked on by the software team. As stated the backlog of the Kanban
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board is constantly evolving and depends on new issues being reported. Also, similar
to the Scrum board, the tasks on the Kanban board move from column to column
depending on their status. However, when working with the Scrum board the team
works in sprints, i.e. time-boxed periods, preferably of equal size in order to create
cadence. When working with the Kanban board there are no sprints, the process is
continuous.

5 Expected Advantages Hybrid method

Most research done to determine the advantages of the Hybrid methods is based
on case-studies. For example, the five companies studied by Sommer, Hedegaard,
Dukovska-Popovska, and Steger-Jensen (2015). Their data was further analyzed by
Cooper and Sommer (2016), who devised a list of advantages. Three of these ad-
vantages will be discussed in more detail: motivation, improved communication and
faster response to change. These advantage were selected because they were of the
most interest to NTS, where this research has taken place. However, it can be ex-
pected that some of the other advantages will also occur if the Hybrid method is
implemented.

5.1 Motivation

Combining Plan-Driven and Agile development methods, into one Hybrid method,
is done to endeavor to get the advantages of both methods. One of the principles
in the Agile manifesto states: Build projects around motivated individuals, see Ap-
pendix A. When members are unmotivated to use Scrum, a significant amount of
time is spent on convincing them, and team morale suffers (Lewis & Neher, 2007).
However, individuals can also become more motivated by Agile practices (Melo et al.,
2012). Studies into Hybrid methods have shown that motivation increases because
of the Hybrid method, though less is known as to why motivation increases (Cooper
& Sommer, 2016; Karlström & Runeson, 2005). Melo et al.’s (2012) research into
understanding how motivation of software developers is influenced in Agile environ-
ments does provide insight.
Their research consisted of two phases, a literature review followed by an analy-
sis of industrial practices. The literature review looked at an existing motivational
model for software engineers defined by Sharp, Baddoo, Beecham, Hall, and Rubinson
(2009). Melo et al. (2012) used Sharp et al.’s (2009) literature research and narrowed
that down to research done solely in an Agile environment. Then they looked at
which elements of Sharp et al.’s (2009) model were still applicable. The second phase
consisted of an analysis of motivators in software projects at three companies, A, B
and C. The motivators that were found were narrowed down to motivators specific
to Agile Development. The results of both phases were then compared to each other,
which resulted in nine motivators (Melo et al., 2012), as shown in Table 1. Of the nine
motivators three were not found in the first phase, indicated as <NEW> in Table 1.
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Furthermore, for one company, company B, only 1 motivator was found that was
linked to Agile Development. Melo et al.’s (2012) explanation for this is that com-
pany B has only worked with Agile development and not with a Plan-Driven method.
Therefore, they are less aware of the alternative way of working, and how this could
affect their motivation. For this research participants will be used to the alternative,
Plan-Driven way of working. Therefore, it should be expected that participants are
aware of the potential influence of the Hybrid method on their motivation.

Table 1
Motivators applicable to Hybrid Method adapted from Melo et al. (2012)

HM
Motivator A B C [Yes/No]

M1 <NEW> Feeling of progress/accomplishment X X X Yes
M2 Development needs addressed X X No
M3 <NEW> Lack of bureaucracy in the development process X X Yes
M4 Challenging work (not mundane work but technically

challenging)
X X No

M5 Good management (senior management support, team-
building, good communication)

X Yes

M6 Feedback (from the job, from supervisors, on goal accom-
plishment)

X Yes

M7 Employee participation/involvement/working with others X Yes
M8 Experiment (experimentation in order to gain experience) X No
M9 <NEW> Elimination of waste (e.g. Automated accep-

tance tests as executable requirements, don’t have to ex-
ecute test manually all the time)

X No

In Table 1 it is indicated in the last column, with Yes/No, which motivators are
also expected to occur for the Hybrid method. Feeling of progress (M1) is indicated
with Yes because every iteration provides a working piece of software, and therefore
a feeling of progress and accomplishment. Development needs addressed (M2) is No
because training and such is not affected. Lack of bureaucracy (M3) is Yes because
teams are able to determine their own tasks during the iterations, rather than being
told what to do. Challenging work (M4) is No because the work will not change, the
team will still produce what the customer commissioned. Good management (M5) is
Yes because part of the reasons for improved management is improved communication
(Melo et al., 2012). The communication is expected to improve, but will be discussed
in more detail in the section below. Feedback (M6) is Yes, through more frequent
testing there will be more feedback. Additionally the closure meeting, at the end of
each iteration, will provide feedback when discussing the produced work, compared
to the initially planned work for that iteration. Employee involvement (M7) is Yes
as well because the team is much more involved during the sprint, for example by
determining their own task, and will work as a team to achieve the common sprint
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goal. Experiment (M8) is No, because there will likely be some resistance to change,
i.e. to deviate from a working Plan-Driven method (McHugh, Cawley, McCaffcry,
Richardson, & Wang, 2013). Finally elimination of waste (M9) is No, through careful
planning of the iterations waste should be minimized, or at least become less than
working with a Plan-Driven method. However, the reasoning provided behind the
motivator, automated testing, is not applicable to the Hybrid method. Though not
all motivators are likely to occur when implementing the Hybrid method, enough are
expected to occur for motivation to increase. Therefore, the following Hypothesis,
Hypothesis 1, is formulated.

Hypothesis 1 The implementation of the Hybrid method, as defined by Shimoda
and Yaguchi (2017), will ensure an increase in motivation through an increase in
the feeling of accomplishment, feedback, good management and participation, and a
decrease in bureaucracy.

5.2 Communication

With the implementation of the Hybrid method, an increase in the number of
meetings is expected. This is mainly due to the daily stand-ups, though the average
length of the meetings should decrease. This increase in the number of meetings also
increases the frequency of communication. However, this is not the only influence
on communication. Below two types of communication are discussed, internal team
communication and external team communication, and how they are influenced by
the Hybrid method.

5.2.1 Internal team communication.
During Plan-Driven development most decisions regarding the project were done

by the project manager, he was the focal point (Cooper & Sommer, 2016). This is
illustrated in Figure 6a, the so called traditional communication flow. With the new
way of working, decisions and task delegation need to be done by the team. In order
for team members to do this, they need to share knowledge among themselves. As
shown in Figure 6b. This new way of communicating would seem less structured.
However, it is the task of the Scrum Master to ensure good communication and to
focus the team on making the needed decisions (Cooper & Sommer, 2016). Because
team members are charged with making decisions regarding tasks during iterations,
they are more motivated to get the required information in order to make those
decisions. They will keep well informed on the overall project status, and ask in
depth questions (Karlström & Runeson, 2006). Questions they would not have asked
while using the Plan-Driven method. Asking these questions should also improve
the sharing of tacit knowledge. As stated by Juáres-Ramírez, Imienta-Romo, and
Ocegueda-Miramontes (2013) tacit knowledge is not codified but is knowledge from
experiences and skills. They indicated technical advice, proposals and providing
guidance as examples of sharing tacit knowledge. Face to face interaction should
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(a) Traditional commu-
nication flow

(b) Agile communication
flow

Figure 6 . Difference in internal team communication patterns, adapted from Cooper
and Sommer (2016)

improve the transfer of tacit knowledge (Juáres-Ramírez et al., 2013). Therefore,
the increased number of meetings with the Hybrid method should also contribute
to improving the transfer of tacit knowledge. Overall the expectation is that the
internal communication will improve with the implementation of the Hybrid method,
as reflected in Hypothesis 2a below.

Hypothesis 2a The implementation of the Hybrid method, as defined by Shimoda
and Yaguchi (2017), will improve the internal team communication by improving the
transfer of tacit knowledge sharing between team members.

5.2.2 External team communication.
It is not just the internal team communication that can be improved by the imple-

mentation of the Hybrid method, the external team communication can improve as
well as shown by Ahmed-Kristensen and Daalhuizen (2015). They conducted semi-
structured interviews with key figures in the development process of four companies.
These companies were either Danish or Dutch and all four acting on international
level. The adaptation of the Hybrid way of working was different for all four compa-
nies. They implemented the Hybrid method in different parts in their development
process and the degree of adding Agile components differed. However, all four com-
panies saw an improvement in the level of shared knowledge, also among non-team
members. All four companies made the information more easily available to non-team
members by implementing techniques used in the Agile, more specifically, Scrum, way
of working. For example, company C, a Dutch company producing health care and
lighting products, used user stories. These user stories enabled all disciplines to derive
their requirements and relate them to each other (Ahmed-Kristensen & Daalhuizen,
2015). By relating requirements to each other, disciplines can also become aware
of dependencies between requirements. Another strategy was used by Company A
to communicate outside the team. Company A used visual tools to create an easily
accessible overview. By having this overview available to all within the company it
was easy to determine what the team was working on and what their progress was
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(Ahmed-Kristensen & Daalhuizen, 2015). Both these strategies will be used by the
Hybrid method. Namely, User stories will be used to illustrate requirements, and can
therefore also be used to show dependencies. A Scrum board will be used to keep
track of the tasks. As the Scrum board will be a digital board, using JIRA software,
it will be accessible to other disciplines so they know what the software team is doing,
thereby also improving external team communication.
Microsoft IT (MS IT) had a project with two teams, one working with Scrum the
other with Plan-Driven methodology (Lewis & Neher, 2007). The team working
Plan-Driven, wanted to finish the definition phase, but they had not received all the
required information from the Scrum team. However, the Scrum team was not even
working on the information the other team needed in their sprint. Because of this,
MS IT declared that the degree of dependency of the requirement should be part of
the prioritization of the requirement in the Scrum team (Lewis & Neher, 2007). In the
Hybrid method, the themes of the iterations are planned at the start of the project,
in agreement with the other disciplines. This should ensure a good communication
between the disciplines. In conclusion, it can be expected that the overall external
communication of the team when implementing the Hybrid method will improve.
Therefore hypothesis 2b is formulated.

Hypothesis 2b The implementation of the Hybrid method, as defined by Shimoda
and Yaguchi (2017), will improve external team communication by improved knowl-
edge sharing.

5.3 Faster response to change

It is important to discover changes as soon as possible, since this will be less ex-
pensive (Ahmed & Kanike, 2007). Fricke, Gebhard, Negele, and Ingenbers’ (2000)
rule-of-ten states that delaying a change to the next phase makes the change a factor
ten more expensive. This makes a faster response to change desirable when develop-
ing a new product. This principle of additional cost for changes during later phases
also holds for software projects, though the additional cost might differ depending on
the project. DeMarco (1978) indicated as a rule of thumb a 2:1 cost increase with
delaying the change to software until the next phase.

As stated in section 2.1, Plan-Driven development works best when the predictions
are reliable. This should prevent changes having to be made to the plan. However,
even when you use the Plan-Driven method, changes can still happen throughout
the development process as illustrated by Ahmed and Kanike’s (2007) study. They
analyzed all the changes that occurred throughout the eight year life-cycle of an
aero-engine, including the Plan-Driven development and two years of service. 1510
change reports were analyzed, with a change report being filled in if a change occurs
after the original design task was completed (Ahmed & Kanike, 2007). They distin-
guished three different phases for their research, the development & prototype phase,
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the manufacture & testing phase and the service phase. Ahmed and Kanike (2007)
found that not even 8% (118 reports) were from the development & prototype phase
whereas over 76% (1147 reports) of the change reports were from the manufacture &
testing phase and the other 16% (245 reports) was filled in during the service phase.
This shows that changes happen throughout the development process even though a
detailed plan has been created at the start of a project with Plan-Driven development.
While the final code might be of good quality, it might also have become redundant
due to changed user requirements Boehm and Turner (2004). Among other reasons,
Agile methods were developed to deal with changes sooner. This is also illustrated
in the Agile manifesto which states that responding to change is more valuable than
following the plan, see Appendix A. Hybrid methods respond to change faster than
Plan-Driven methods because they incorporate iterative cycles. These iterations in-
crease the chance for discovering the need for change sooner (Shimoda & Yaguchi,
2017). The software is tested sooner and the customer can interact with the already
available software which can provide the customer with a clearer picture of what it is
that they really want and or need (Cooper, 2017). As stated by Steve Jobs, People
don’t know what they want until you show it to them (Isaacson, 2011, p.567). The
early interaction with the software is not only useful to get feedback from the cus-
tomer but also from other disciplines if they are involved in the project. Therefore,
hypothesis 3 is formulated.

Hypothesis 3 The implementation of the Hybrid method, as defined by Shimoda and
Yaguchi (2017), will ensure a faster response to change through more frequent soft-
ware releases, compared to the Plan-Driven development method.

6 Method

6.1 Study design

The aim of this study is to determine whether the Hybrid method is an im-
provement to the Plan-Driven method. Research into Hybrid methods is limited, for
example, little is known how they relate to other methods (Theocharis et al., 2016).
Therefore, a qualitative analysis was developed. This was perceived to be the most
suitable way to both verify the formulated hypotheses while still being able to do an
in-depth exploration. The particular qualitative analysis selected was semi-structured
interviews. The structure ensures the hypotheses would be tested, while still being
flexible enough to do a more in-depth exploration. Furthermore, the individual inter-
views should make participants less reluctant to give their opinion in fear of potential
consequences.

6.2 Participant selection

Participants were selected from within NTS, more specifically, within the D&E
department located at NTS Eindhoven or Optel in Nijmegen. Participants had differ-
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ent functions within the department: i.e. System Architects, Project managers, Lead
Software Engineers, Software Architects and Software Engineers. The participants
were solicited to take part in this research through email, which resulted in 20 par-
ticipants being interviewed. One participant was not included because of a recording
error. The research population consisted of 18 Male and 1 Female participants, 3
participants from Optel, 3 Project managers, 4 Software Engineers, 4 Software Archi-
tects/Lead Engineers and 4 System Architects and 1 participant from the electronics
discipline.

6.3 Measures

To test the hypotheses related to motivation and faster response to change, the Or-
ganizational Climate Measure (OCM), was used with a Cronbach’s alpha value above
0.73 for each scale (Patterson et al., 2005). OCM consists of 17 scales, however, only
questions from scales measuring either the expected motivators or measuring faster
response to change were used. In order to reduce the length of the questionnaire the
number of items per scale is reduced to 2. Furthermore, the factor “feeling of progress
& accomplishment” could not be answered with the OCM. Therefore, the statements
for this factor were formulated by looking into more detail at Melo et al.’s (2012)
description regarding this factor. To test the hypotheses related to communication,
the OCD2 survey was used. This is based on Gowda and Polzella’s (2006) research,
which compares surveys for communication in software teams. The OCD2 consists of
13 scales, with 76 items. Though, OCD2 has often been used in organizations there
is little public data available measuring the validity of the survey (Gowda & Polzella,
2006). In Greenbaum, Clampitt, and Willihnganz’s (1988) report they state that the
Cronbach’s alpha value is 0.97 for four scales of OCD2. As with the OCM the number
of questions was reduced to 2 per scale.

Questions from both surveys were adapted to reflect a future way of working
rather than the current way of working. Furthermore, the questions needed to be
answered on a 7-point Likert scale were 1 = strongly disagree, 2 = disagree 3 =
disagree somewhat, 4 = neither agree nor disagree, 5 = agree somewhat, 6 = agree
and 7 = strongly agree. After answering the questions on the scale, participants were
asked to motivate their choice by answeringWhy did you select this answer? as shown
in Appendix D.

6.4 Procedures

Participants were first required to sign an informed consent form in which they
also gave permission to be recorded. Then, participants were provided with an expla-
nation of the Hybrid method including how it should be implemented at NTS. This
was done by using Figure E1 and Figure E2 (see Appendix E), printed on paper size
A3. Figure E1 was used to explain the changes to the total software development
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at NTS. Figure E2 was used to explain the iteration in the Hybrid method. Par-
ticipants were given the opportunity to ask questions throughout the explanation.
Once the participants had no further questions the experimenter would start the
semi-structured interview using the interview guide form Appendix D. The questions
were a mix between closed questions and open-ended questions. Depending on the
answers of the participants questions were added or left out.

6.5 Analysis

Once all data had been collected the interviews were transcribed using the guide-
lines specified in Appendix B. This was followed by a thematic analysis, with the
use of QSR International’s NVivo 10 Software, a qualitative analysis program. The
analysis used in this paper should be classified as a theoretical thematic analysis,
since it is designed to answer a specific research question rather than the inductive
approach where the research question can evolve through the coding process (Braun
& Clarke, 2006). The thematic analysis was based on the guidelines described by
Braun and Clarke (2006). They recommend going through six phases when doing a
thematic analysis, as shown below. Although the phases seem sequential, they are
not. Braun and Clarke (2006) emphasize that throughout the analysis the researcher
should go back and forth through the phases, for example due to new insights.

The six phases and how they were applied in this research, are:

• Familiarizing with the data: Gathering and transcribing the data and reading
transcripts.

• Generating initial codes: Creating buckets for the specific subjects of interest,
and refining these buckets into codes.

• Searching for themes: Creating potential themes based on the codes.

• Reviewing themes: Analyzing the potential themes e.g. by using thematic maps.

• Defining than naming themes: Finalizing the themes by creating clear defini-
tions and descriptions of the themes

• Producing the report: Producing the report of the analysis, including excerpts
from the data.

To reduce confirmation bias, some data was coded by a secondary coder. This
secondary coder first coded 2 interviews together with the primary coder i.e. the
author. Then, the secondary coder analyzed 2 randomly selected interviews from the
remaining data-set. The goal was to have an 80 percent or higher coding agreement
on these randomly selected interviews. The average coding agreement, over the 2
interviews, was 89 percent.
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7 Results

The coverage of the interviews of the individual participants is shown in Figure C1
(see Appendix C), with the average coverage being 87,95%. The analysis, as described
above, resulted in three overall themes i.e. structure, information and rework.

7.1 Structure

Though, an existing development method, the V-model, is used at NTS partici-
pants felt that the method is not applied consistently in practice. For example, one
participant indicated that different programs were used during projects, e.g. excel or
JIRA. He thought that this should be standardized, that there should only be one
way of working. For the Hybrid method only the JIRA software should be used.

Quote 1 “Forcing everybody to work in the structured way for the most part, is
really beneficial. I really think that should be. I don’t personally think that a project
leader should have a choice in using either excel or JIRA. In my head that is dumb.”
(software engineer)

The general consensus of participants was that the Hybrid method would provide
more structure than the current way of working. Though several participants did
express that this was dependent on the Hybrid method being universally implemented;
i.e. that everybody involved would have to agree to this way of working.

Quote 2 “First of all there is no structure in it, so that will be a big change already.
Because that was already a big challenge. At the start of the project they ask the
software guys okay just show me a very simple plan. How are we gone come up with
the software? That was already a hard question. So at least they now have some kind
of structure that they can follow (............) Within NTS we have a lot of experienced
guys with all their own way of working. They should come together and believe in this
way of working, or it might be hard to do it.” (Project Manager)

Participants, in general, felt that the structure would be created by having clear
rules and guidelines. These rules and guidelines should then be followed when im-
plementing the Hybrid method, otherwise implementing the Hybrid method would
be of little use. This also illustrates why, on average, participants agreed that it was
important to follow the rules, as shown in Figure 7.

Quote 3 “If you implement such a model then the rules should be followed, because
otherwise its very useless. But on the other hand, a rule might be that you disregard
some rules.” (Optel)

Some participants did emphasize that these rules should be there for a reason.
For every rule, it should be clear why that rule is important, which purpose it serves.
If there is no clear purpose then that rule should not be followed. Furthermore, some
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Figure 7 . Answer frequency of participants to: After implementing the Hybrid
method, you expect it will be considered extremely important to follow the rules.

participants expressed the importance of still having a certain degree of flexibility to
the rules. Which also was the reasoning behind some participants indicating that
they did not think rules were extremely important to follow, see Figure 7.

Quote 4 “You will have to follow the guidelines. But with rules I always have, if
you have a really good reason not to do it like that. It should always be guidelines and
not mandatory rules.” (Software Architect)

7.1.1 Evaluation.
Though there was a general consensus that the Hybrid method would provide a

more structured way of working, the evaluation of this structure was less agreed upon,
particularly by participants from the different locations. The increase in structure
was viewed favorably by participants from the D&E department in Eindhoven with
the exception of one. They felt that having an agreed upon structure, ensures that
everybody knows what they can expect from each other, both within and outside the
software team. This was viewed as one of the main advantages when implementing
the Hybrid method.

Quote 5 “Software is kind of a blurred topic for a lot of people. So if this not only
helps to structure it internally but also to show the progress in a more structured way.”
(System architect)

Furthermore, the structure was also positively evaluated by participants from
Eindhoven because of how the Hybrid method was structured, i.e. because of the
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iterations. They felt it was important for employees to set their own goal and tasks
during the start-up meeting and at the end of the iteration they, as well as others,
determine whether they met their goal. These participants felt this would provide a
sense of accomplishment.

Quote 6 “And when you set some targets, and you have achieved that target. That
gives a good feeling.” (Lead Engineer)

Participants also seemed to be aware that you need to follow the structure in order
to gain the benefits, to have a feeling of accomplishment. As illustrated by the high
correlation (R = -.821, p < 0.001) between participants who answered that people
would have an idea how well they did their job (negatively phrased, Figure 8) and
finding rules important (Figure 7).

Figure 8 . Answer frequency of participants to: After implementing the Hybrid
method, you expect people will not have any idea how well they are doing their job.

The three participants from Optel viewed the increase in structure less favorably.
All three participants did acknowledge that having a structured way of working could
have benefits. However, they felt that for their employees and their team sizes the
proposed structured, or formal, way of working would not benefit them (enough). At
least not with how the Hybrid method was currently described. Though, two did
express interest to see a more scaled down version, better suited for their average
team-size (< 4). In general, all three preferred to work less structured and rely more
on their informal way of working.
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Quote 7 “I think that the structured way just gives some baseline, okay we need to
do that, and you have to report. Hopefully you will do that and. But if you would do
that as well always by keeping up talking, then the direct way is better I think. But it
might be the case that it is for example very busy or people or Name [Group leader] is
away all the time or busy, or I am busy and you miss something. Then a structured
way would ensure that you keep track of the progress.” (Optel)

7.2 Information

This theme consists of two parts that are closely linked; the information itself,
and how that information is applied.

Quote 8 “The advantage that you have is that you have information explicit. And
you can use it to share with those you would like to share it with. But not necessary
that it would be shared with everybody.” (Project Manager)

7.2.1 The information itself.
Participants indicated different types of information that would become available

through implementing the Hybrid method. For Project managers the clarity of the
tasks was important, especially the reliability of the time estimates of the tasks,
and having this information explicitly available, with the help of the JIRA software.
They expressed that this would help them to ensure that the project stays on track.
Furthermore, all participants agreed that progress would become easier to track, at
least for the software development, when implementing the Hyrbid method, as shown
in Figure 9.

Quote 9 “For me, if you can quantify tasks, or at least give a rough estimation of
what needs to be done. It helps in the overall planning and the overall effort. That is
good.” (Project Manager)

Some participants indicated that being able to get a clear picture of the software
development is the most important information provided by implementing the Hybrid
method. This information was indicated as important because participants felt it
would help the customer and other disciplines to understand what they can expect
from software and at what time.

Quote 10 “I think they [customers] will have a better understanding of what we
[software] are doing.” (Software Engineer)

Furthermore, it was also expected that this information would be beneficial for all
disciplines with regards to dependencies. Because other disciplines would know what
to expect from software. They could therefore act on this information with regards
to their own development plan.
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Figure 9 . Answer frequency of participants to: After implementing the Hybrid method
tracking the progress of a project will become easier.

Quote 11 “I think it will be less fuzzy as some people will call it. Other people know
what they get and when they get it and they can act on that.” (Electrical Discipline)

Feedback was also an important source of information gained by implementing the
Hybrid method, as indicated by all participants. They felt that through the iterations
employees would get feedback on the work they have done. This is also supported
by participants general disagreement with the statement that people would not know
how well they were doing their job, Figure 8.

Quote 12 “so that they don’t have any idea of how they are doing their job? But
they get feedback every sprint.” (System Architect)

A few participants indicated, as well, the importance of having more information
available between team-members, especially information that is not written down.
This will ensure that people are aware of what the other is doing, so they can help.
But also that there are no miscommunications e.g. about bugs or tasks.

Quote 13 “Especially because it makes it easier to talk about the same point and have
less miscommunication about bugs. Because you have this bug report, and then you
both know exactly what you are talking about. I think that is really strong.” (Software
Engineer)

7.2.2 Information applied.
As stated the second part of this theme is related to having the information

available. The general consensus of participants was that the information would
become more accessible by having the Kanban and Scrum board. People who would
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want to gain knowledge about the status of the software would be able to do this.
Several Participants did, however, express that they thought that people would be
too occupied with their own work, to look at the information.

Quote 14 “It’s available for the people who would want to have more insight in where
the software is, what is the status. But also what has been designed in the first part.
So what is the high level design. It’s easily, more easily accessible. So the information
is there, you can more easily retrieve it form the project, so that is yes. But will it be
widely shared? That is up to someone who has to do it.” (Optel)

Some participants also emphasized the importance of having regular meetings,
such as the daily stand-up in order to make information available, to ensure the trans-
fer of tacit knowledge between team-members. This was deemed especially important,
by some participants, because of the reluctance of some colleagues to communicate.

Quote 15 “A lot of guys here like it, to just do their thing and its more comfort-
able than talking to someone else if they really agree. With this you force a way of
communication. You have to communicate and on a regular basis. And then this will
happen and a lot people here need that.” (System Architect)

7.3 Rework

This theme consists of two parts as well, firstly, discovering the change and sec-
ondly, how that change is implemented.

7.3.1 Discover change.
On average participants agreed that discovering that something needs to change

will be done faster compared to the old way of working, as illustrated in Figure 10.
It was agreed that this was due to the iterations. By regularly producing a working
piece of software, other disciplines and/or the customers are able to provide more
feedback. This feedback could lead to discovering the need to do things different; e.g.
rework.

Quote 16 “Let me give an example. You were telling you were releasing software in
iterations. And you were talking about mechanical guys. One of the things I saw in
projects is, I wasn’t the mechanical guy who was using software but a system integrator
or a test engineer, so they can work on the system with the early releases, with low level
functionalities. So they could tune an axle. And for tuning an axle, you don’t have to
have the complete application layer. So you just want to have the basic functionality
already in there, and the complete application layer that can be done later. So if you
find some issues in there already at that moment, we can give it back in the feedback
and they can solve it. Instead of when the final product is there and we find then the,
those issues, and it gets solved then. You are waiting on it. so yeah, I guess that will
really help with doing the rework.” (Lead Engineer)
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Figure 10 . Answer frequency of participants to: After implementing the Hybrid
method, you expect, the response when changes need to be made will be faster.

However, showing intermediate releases to the customer does bring additional
challenges according to some participants. Some indicated that the customer might
have too little time to regularly provide feedback on what is produced. Others in-
dicated that the customer might want to change too much, and expressed concern
about who would pay for these changes.

Quote 17 “Because you show things to your customer, in early stages already, your
customer starts asking questions. So you also have to take care not to change to take
up too many changes. The requirements will change also. So you have to be very
careful, so it’s, there is a risk there.” (Software Architect)

7.3.2 Response when change is discovered.
Participants indicated different facets of what would happen after the need to

change something to the design was discovered. There were those who thought that
the amount of (re)work would be less. Through experience, the participants confirmed
for themselves that earlier discovery of rework, in general, indicates less (re)work,
thereby confirming DeMarco’s (1978) rule of thumb.

Quote 18 “Mistakes will be made all the time, but they will be found earlier. Still
the rework will be done, but with a smaller change I think.” (Lead Engineer)

Other participants expressed that starting on the (re)work might take longer,
because the iteration should first be finished. However, this was not seen as a nega-
tive, participants thought this would ensures that a change is really thought through
carefully, including all the potential consequences.
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Quote 19 “So being faster is not always being better. You can be too slow, right.
But too fast is also a thing. Also in doing this maybe it will help in saying well we
are doing this, we are finishing the current sprint in 2 weeks and then we are. So you
have 2 weeks to think about it.” (System Architect)

8 Hypotheses

This research was conducted with a theoretical framework in mind, therefore the
formulated Hypotheses will also be answered, using the overall themes formulated
above. Only when not yet discussed will new quotes be used.

8.1 Motivation

First the motivators will be discussed before looking at the overall influence on
motivation. An overview of the overall agreement of participants on the motivators
can be found in Table 2.

• There was an overall consensus that implementing the Hybrid method would
cause a feeling of accomplishment (M1). Participants indicated that the struc-
ture, particularly the iterations, enabled participants to set their own goal.
Achieving this goal gave a feeling of accomplishment (Quote 6).

• Contrary to expectations, all Participants agreed that there would not be a
lack of bureaucracy (M2), or even less bureaucracy when implementing the
Hybrid method. Participants expressed the opposite, the expectations was that
there would be more structure and more rules to follow, that people would even
be forced to follow (Quote 2, Quote 3). Participants from Optel viewed this
as something negative (Quote 7). However, most of the participants of D&E
Eindhoven viewed the structured way of working as something positive.

• Participants thought that the influence of the Hybrid method on management
(M5) is limited. There was a consensus that managing was more dependent on
the person rather than on the development method.

Quote 20 “Good management doesn’t depend on the model.” (Software Archi-
tect)

However, as indicated in the theme information, participants did indicate that
the status of the project, or at least the status of the software development, is
more clear. They expressed that this will help in the communication with the
manager, for example, to make clear why a task takes longer (Quote 9).

• All participants agreed that implementing the Hybrid method would provide
more feedback (M6). There were two main reasons indicated for this. First,
the feedback would be provided by the work itself at the end of an iteration
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(Quote 12). Secondly, participants indicated that providing the other disciplines
and the customers with information on software status, and the software itself,
would enable them to provide feedback (Quote 16).

• There was less said about participation (M7) itself and how that would be influ-
enced by implementing the Hybrid method. However, working with others was
more extensively discussed. The expectation was that there would be a better
cooperation amongst software engineers and between software engineers and en-
gineers from other disciplines. By having the information available they would
become more aware of each others work, thereby enabling better cooperation
(Quote 13, Quote 16).

Table 2
Overview confirmation of motivators

Confirmed
Motivator [Yes/No/Mixed]

M1 Feeling of progress/accomplishment Yes
M3 Lack of bureaucracy in the development process No

M5 Good management (senior management support, team-
building, good communication) Mixed

M6 Feedback (from the job, from supervisors, on goal accom-
plishment) Yes

M7 Employee participation/involvement/working with others Yes

Hypothesis 1 The implementation of the Hybrid method, as defined by Shimoda
and Yaguchi (2017), will ensure an increase in motivation through an increase in
the feeling of accomplishment, feedback, good management and participation and a
decrease in bureaucracy.

When directly asked most participants agreed that implementing the Hybrid
method would positively influence the motivation of software engineers.

Quote 21 “I think the structure, and especially when it is flexible, helps people to
stay motivated. Because it is more clear to them, that helps. ” (Project manager)

The reasons participants indicated for not becoming more motivated was the struc-
tured way of working, they preferred to not have a mandatory way of working. As
shown in Table 2 several of the motivators are expected to occur when implementing
the Hybrid method. This should have a positive effect on motivation. Therefore, the
overall expectation is that implementing the Hybrid method would have a positive
influence on the motivation of participants. Hypothesis 1 is therefore supported.
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8.2 Communication

Hypothesis 2a The implementation of the Hybrid method, as defined by Shimoda
and Yaguchi (2017), will improve the internal team communication by improving the
transfer of tacit knowledge sharing between team members.

Participants from Eindhoven expressed that there will be better internal commu-
nication because of the structure, particularly through the various boards and the
daily stand-ups. At the daily stand-up people are forced to communicate, thereby
transferring their tacit knowledge, and making information available (Quote 15). Par-
ticipants from Optel expressed that their internal communication would not be im-
proved by implementing the Hybrid method. They feel that their informal way of
communicating ensures enough transfer of tacit knowledge (Quote 7). Therefore, it
can be concluded that implementing the Hybrid method is expected to improve inter-
nal team communication through improved sharing of tacit knowledge. Furthermore,
through the tooling provided by the Hybrid method, the sharing of explicit knowledge
is also improved (Quote 13). Which further improves the internal communication.
Hypothesis 2a is therefore supported.

Hypothesis 2b The The implementation of the Hybrid method, as defined by
Shimoda and Yaguchi (2017), will improve external team communication by improved
knowledge sharing.

Participants distinguished three external parties with whom they expected the
communication would be influenced by implementing the Hybrid method: other
projects, other disciplines and the customer. The communication with other projects,
only talked about by a few participants, is not expected to change. Though the in-
formation will be available for them too look into, participants did not expect that
people form other projects would be interested in the information, or at least that
they would be too occupied with their own projects.

Quote 22 “People will not care about other projects. Not at an individual level no.”
(Software Architect)

Participants from Eindhoven, in general, expressed that they expected the com-
munication with other disciplines would improve (Quote 16, Quote 11). The main
reason indicated by participants was that the other disciplines would know and un-
derstand what they could expect from software, and be able to better communicate
and work together based on that information.

Quote 23 “You will just involve them [other disciplines] in it. And they, you, will
make them part of it. I think that is always a good thing, so.” (Lead Engineer)
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Finally, participants indicated that the communication with the customer can be
influenced through the Hybrid method. Through the iterations it would become pos-
sible to regularly provide software and information about the status to customers
(Quote 10). However, the consensus was that this was possible with the Hybrid
method, but that it should be determined per project what the best communication
strategy should be (Quote 8).

Because not all external team communication was expected to improve by imple-
menting the Hybrid method, Hypothesis 2b is partially supported. Participants did
expect the communication with other disciplines to improve. However, the communi-
cation with customers could improve but was dependent on the project. Additionally
the communication to other projects was not expected to improve.

8.3 Faster response to change

Hypothesis 3 The implementation of the Hybrid method, as defined by Shimoda
and Yaguchi (2017), will ensure a faster response to change through more frequent
software releases, compared to the Plan-Driven development method.

Participants, on average, indicated that change would be discovered faster (Quote 16,
Quote 17). However, after the need to change something to the design was discovered,
participants agreed less on what would happen. Some participants stated that they
expected less rework due to early discovery (Quote 18). Other participants expressed
that they thought it might take longer to implement the change because the iterations
first needs to be completed (Quote 19). Therefore, Hypothesis 3 is supported in part.
Namely, participants did agree that the need to do things different would be spotted
faster. However, implementing the change itself might take longer.

9 Discussion

This research was conducted to gain insight into Hybrid methods and their advan-
tages. The specific area of interest is the Hybrid method as defined by Shimoda and
Yaguchi (2017), tailored for NTS, and how this method compares to the Plan-Driven
development, particularly the V-model. The Hybrid method was expected to provide
better tooling, such as the UML diagrams and JIRA software, to enable engineers
to create software. It was hypothesized that the Hybrid method, with the tooling,
would be an improvement to the Plan-Driven development, through an improvement
in motivation, communication and a faster response to change.
To test these Hypotheses a qualitative analysis was done using semi-structured inter-
views. These interviews revealed that participants thought the Hybrid method would
provide more structure. This structure would be created by universally applying
agreed upon rules and guidelines with regards to project development. Furthermore,
the Hybrid method was expected to provide more information with regards to the
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software development; e.g. the status and design choices. This information was ex-
pected to improve the communication between the software discipline and the other
discipline. Participants expressed that this information could even be used to im-
prove the relationship with the customer. Finally, implementing the Hybrid method
would help employees to find required changes to their design sooner in the project.
This was seen as one of the mayor advantages by the participants of Eindhoven D&E
department. However, the participants from Optel expressed that their current way
of working already ensured that they discovered required changes soon enough and
that it would not be improved by the Hybrid method. The participants from Optel
agreed that the Hybrid method provided benefits. However, they felt that the Hybrid
method, with its current description, would not provide them with enough benefits
compared to their current way of working. As shown by Melo et al.’s (2012) research,
the current way of working influences the evaluation of a new way of working. This is
also illustrated by the difference in evaluation by participants from the D&E depart-
ment in Eindhoven versus participants from Optel in Nijmegen. Though both part
of the same company, their evaluation differentiated on certain aspects, such as the
evaluation of the increase in structure.

9.1 Limitations

The Hybrid method used for this research is based on the Hybrid method as de-
fined by Shimoda and Yaguchi (2017). However, the method has been adapted to
fit the organizational context, as in line with Kuhrmann et al.’s (2017) definition of
Hybrid methods. Therefore, some advantages indicated by participants might not be
found for organizational context that differed to a large extent from NTS. For ex-
ample, the external team communication with regards to other disciplines, can only
improve if there are other disciplines to communicate with. A company that exclu-
sively produces software can therefore not experience this advantage.

Other limitations include that the research was conducted by one researcher, the
author, who during the research stayed at the D&E department in Eindhoven. In
qualitative research the researcher is known to influence the results to some degree
(DiCicco-Bloom & Crabtree, 2006). For example, through the influence on questions
during the semi-structured interviews. Or it might be that the pre-existing relations
the interviewer, i.e. the author, had with participants outside of the interview in-
fluenced their answers (DiCicco-Bloom & Crabtree, 2006). This risk was reduced
by having one of the supervisors present during the first interview to guide the au-
thor. This ensured the author had the required set of skills to conduct the interview
as impartially as possible. Furthermore, the author had a pre-existing relationships
with the participants, due to working alongside each other for several months. These
relationships may have influenced the evaluation of the answers of participants. How-
ever, this risk was reduced by having a second coder do a sample coding to check for
confirmation bias.
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9.2 Implications of the results

Though some results found in this research are specific to NTS, several are ap-
plicable to other situations. For example, the results found in this research are to a
large extent in line with another company who made a similar transition described
in the case-study done by Petersen and Wohlin (2010). They researched a software
company, Ericsson AB, while transitioning from Plan-Driven to incremental software
development. This is similar to the transition NTS will have if they implement the
Hybrid method. The participants from Petersen and Wohlin’s (2010) study also ex-
perienced confusion in the old, Plan-Driven, way of working. For example, it was un-
clear who would do which job, and documentation that was required was not actually
used. This caused frustration for their participants. But, when Ericsson transitioned
to incremental software releases their employees experienced a more focused way of
working. There was one overall way of working, and nothing was produced that did
not need to be produced (Petersen & Wohlin, 2010).
The results of this research are not limited to the development of software, as shown
by the case studies review done by Carlson and Turner (2013). They looked at compa-
nies that applied Agile development, while not producing software, for example Nokia.
Carlson and Turner (2013) tried to use the lessons learned by these companies, re-
lated to working with Agile methods, for the development of aircraft systems. They
found that there were several advantages to implementing Agile development. For
example, improved communication with customers and discovering required changes
faster. However, Carlson and Turner (2013) concluded that the high safety standard
required in aircraft development might make it less suited for Agile development. En-
suring that safety standards are met is less of an issue with Hybrid development, the
Plan-Driven part at the end of the development process ensures all safety standards
can be met. Therefore, the Hybrid method should be more suitable for the develop-
ment of aircraft systems rather than pure Agile development. Furthermore, as shown
in this research similar advantages can be achieved.

The results of this study do not only contribute to the field of development meth-
ods, it provides insight into how the Hybrid method can influence the needs of em-
ployees. These needs can be linked to the Self-Determination Theory (SDT). Gagné
and Deci (2005) state that SDT revolves around three universal needs; competence,
relatedness and autonomy. How well these needs are fulfilled is linked to both internal
and external motivation Gagné and Deci (2005). The Hybrid method should meet
these needs more than Plan-Driven development, which could explain the increase in
motivation when implementing the Hybrid method. The need for autonomy could be
better met by letting participants determine their own tasks and targets within the
iterations (Quote 6). And the need for feeling more competent could be better met
by providing more feedback when implementing the Hybrid method (Quote 12). As-
suming that participants do the tasks satisfactory, they will receive positive feedback
about this by the end of the iteration, thereby increasing the feeling of competence.
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Finally, the need for relatedness could be met more by the daily stand-ups. The
stand-up meetings ensure that team members communicate more with each other,
at least participants from Eindhoven felt this way (Quote 15). The Hybrid method
seems to meet three needs central to SDT, more than the Plan-Driven method, at
least for participants from Eindhoven, which could explain why the method is seen
as an improvement.

9.3 Future research

Further research should explore the link between SDT and the positive evaluation
of the Hybrid method. It should be determined that the needs are actually met by
the proposed aspects of the Hybrid method. Also is should be explored whether other
aspects of the Hybrid method contribute to meeting these needs. This could provide
insight into why Hybrid methods are implemented so often in practice (Kuhrmann et
al., 2017); i.e. Hybrid methods could meet the needs of employees better than Plan-
Driven methods. Additionally, qualitative research should be done to determine how
the customer would like to be involved in the development process. It might be that
the customer wants to be involved which could be used as a competitive advantage.
Finally, the Hybrid method should be implemented in practice to determine whether
the expected advantages occur. This could be done through either qualitative research
or quantitative research.

10 Conclusion

All Hypotheses of this research are (in part) supported, therefore it can be con-
cluded that the Hybrid method would be an improvement to the Plan-Driven method,
particularly for NTS. There are four main ways that indicate this improvement. First,
implementing the Hybrid method should increase the motivation of employees by pro-
viding them with feedback and a sense of accomplishment. Secondly, transfer of tacit
knowledge between (software) team members will be improved through improved
internal team communication. Thirdly, the communication to other disciplines i.e.
mechanics, electronics and optics will be improved. The communication with the
customer can be improved, depending on the application of the tooling provided by
the Hybrid method. Finally, required changes are expected to be discovered sooner
through the implementation of the Hybrid method. This research provides further
insight into Hybrid methods in general. For example, how a Hybrid method should
be adapted for the development of technically challenging products, e.g. software for
machinery. The results also demonstrate the influence of the current development
method on the evaluation of a different, new, development method. The current
method should be considered less favorable than the Hybrid method. Especially
when an improvement in motivation is desired. All in all, this research suggests that
the implementation of the Hybrid method will improve the way of working compared
to Plan-Driven development.
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Appendix A
Manifesto for Agile Software Development

We are uncovering better ways of developing software by doing it and helping others
do it. Through this work we have come to value:

• Individuals and interactions over processes and tools

• Working software over comprehensive documentation

• Customer collaboration over contract negotiation

• Responding to change over following a plan

That is, while there is value in the items on the right, we value the items on the left
more.1

Kent Beck James Grenning Robert C. Martin
Mike Beedle Jim Highsmith Steve Mellor
Arie van Bennekum Andrew Hunt Ken Schwaber
Alistair Cockburn Ron Jeffries Jeff Sutherland
Ward Cunningham Jon Kern Dave Thomas
Martin Fowler Brian Marick

Principles behind the Agile Manifesto
We follow these principles:

• Our highest priority is to satisfy the customer through early and continuous
delivery of valuable software.

• Welcome changing requirements, even late in development. Agile processes
harness change for the customer’s competitive advantage.

• Deliver working software frequently, from a couple of weeks to a couple of
months, with a preference to the shorter timescale.

• Business people and developers must work together daily throughout the
project.

• Build project around motivated individuals. Give them the environment and
support they need, and trust them to get the job done.

• The most efficient and effective method of conveying information to and
within a development team is face-to-face conversation.

1 c© 2001, the above authors, this declaration may be freely copied in any form, but only in its
entirety through this notice.
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• Working software is the primary measure of progress.

• Agile processes promote sustainable development. The sponsors, developers,
and users should be able to maintain a constant pace indefinitely.

• Continuous attention to technical excellence and good design enhances agility.

• Simplicity–the art of maximizing the amount of work not done– is essential.

• The best architectures, requirement, and designs emerge from self-organizing
teams.

• At regular intervals, the team reflects on how to become more effective, then
tunes and adjusts its behaviour accordingly.

Appendix B
Transcription guidelines

For transcribing the interviews several guidelines were adhered to:

• Everything stated by the participant was indicated with P:

• Everything stated by the researcher was indicated with R:

• Everything stated by the supervisor was indicated with H:

• When participants indicated a person by name, this would be transcribed as
Name

• When the researchers statements were abbreviated this would be indicated by
[] around the abbreviation.

• The questions from the standardized questionnaire were indicated in bold

• For all participants a male prefix was used regardless of their gender.

• the number indicated by the participant about agreement to the statement was
written in a SPSS file
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Appendix C
Coding

Figure C1 . Coding coverage participants

Table C1
Coding interviews

Code Code definition Example Coverage

Communication
Everything related to communi-
cation but not specifically stated
to whom it relates.

“I think the lines are here quite short,
offices are located next to each other
and people are talking to each other ev-
ery time. Also coffee breaks and lunch
together. So there is really good com-
munication between all people I guess.”
(p.16)

1,27 %

Internal Team
Communication

Communication with other
team-members. Incl. frequency,
improvements and current and
future way of communicating.

“But it is not in too much detail, be-
cause we did not want to spend too
much time on that description for in-
stance, on process or whatever or use
cases. And it’s more in the head of the
software engineers.” (p.27)

2,15 %

Continued on next page
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Table C1 – continued from previous page
Code Code definition Example Coverage %

Customer
Communication

Communication with customers.
Incl. frequency, improvements
and current and future way of
communicating.

“But here you have complete transpar-
ent discussion on quality and costs. So
I think if you are aware of this, then this
is a great means of discussing things
with the customer.” (p.13)

1,68 %

Discipline
Communication

Communication with other dis-
ciplines; Mechanics, Electronics
and Optics. Incl. frequency, im-
provements and current and fu-
ture way of communicating.

“So I find it important that every dis-
cipline know from each other what they
are doing. It should be communicated.”
(p.03)

1,65 %

Management
Communication

Communication with manage-
ment, supervisors. Incl. fre-
quency, improvements and cur-
rent and future way of commu-
nicating.

“But currently, with every project
leader I have now, I have really open
communication, and really short. And
they never doubted my work. And I
don’t think having smaller tasks that I
finish earlier will change that.” (p.30)

2,12 %

Other project
Communication

Communication with other
projects. Incl. frequency, im-
provements and current and
future way of communicating.

“You can for example put it up during
a group meeting or something, and. If
everybody uses this model, it will be eas-
ier for everybody to understand when it
comes up, where the other project is. So
it will be easier to understand. So yes
it can help in communicating the status
of other projects within the group for
example.” (p.10)

0,53 %

Cooperation
Everything related to coopera-
tion, but not specifically stated
with whom it relates.

“One of the conflict in the past that
happened a lot is that people who were
not considered to be cooperative when
they would not immediately serve some-
body ore help somebody in the field, be-
cause they are busy with finalizing the
sprint. They are not not cooperative,
they are really busy with something that
is considered to be important.” (p.18)

0,38 %

Customer
Cooperation

Everything related to coopera-
tion with the customer. Incl.
what should and should not be
cooperated on, and what should
be taken into account.

“I should be the one who stands up
to the requirements of the customer in
some sense. So because at the end you
know the end use of what you are going
to deliver.” (p.25)

6,93 %

Continued on next page
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Table C1 – continued from previous page
Code Code definition Example Coverage %

Discipline
Cooperation

Everything related to coopera-
tion between disciplines. Incl.
what should and should not be
cooperated on and what will re-
duce conflict.

“R: [Electrical is go between software
and mechanical] P: “Yeah sometimes,
again it depends on the persons that you
have on the project. Because we have
more interaction with software, I think
the collaboration is way better. We de-
pend on each other.” (p.23)

4,63 %

Internal Team
Cooperation

Everything related to coopera-
tion between team members of
the software discipline. Incl. the
current and future way of coop-
erating.

“Still I am responsible for cutting the
work in pieces. Dividing it over the
team members, giving the people the
end goal in mind. How they do it I
don’t care, but if they do it. And when
they have a problem they come to me.”
(p.26)

2,21 %

Feedback
Everything related to feedback
excluding feedback on the way
of working.

“We have decided not to give too much
feedback to the customer. And at the
end we had a mismatch between expec-
tations.” (p.21)

0,72 %

Formal
Feedback &
Performance

Everything related to formal job
evaluation. Incl. what should
and should not be included
in formal feedback/performance
evaluation

“Yeah so currently they gave me the
feedback, do you job. If you are do-
ing your job correctly and everybody is
happy with it, then you are doing your
job correct.” (p.30)

2,90 %

Informal
Feedback

Everything related to indirect or
informal feedback about perfor-
mances. Incl. feedback from
the job, from other meetings and
from the way of working.

“I think this will help, also for your-
self to, you get really a strong feedback
about if, what you have done, and how
fast, if it is well enough. So the feed-
back is really nice.” (p.01)

1,37 %

Feeling of
progress &
accomplishment

Everything related to feeling
progress/accomplishment.

“And when you set some targets, and
you have achieved that target. That
gives a good feeling.” (p.26)

2,57 %

Hybrid method
explanation

Everything related to explaining
the Hybrid method, Incl. ques-
tions and answers throughout
the interview about parts that
were unclear.

P:“Yeah, so done, done is also tested
right?” R: “[Yes as much as possible in
simulation]” (p.05)

11,2 %

Continued on next page
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Table C1 – continued from previous page
Code Code definition Example Coverage %

Changes w.o.w.

Everything related to how the
Hybrid method will change the
Way of working. Incl. How par-
ticipants evaluate the changes.

“First of all there is no structure in it,
so that will be a big change already. be-
cause that was already a big challenge.”
(p.19)

4,51 %

Current w.o.w.
& Previous
experiences

Previous relevant experiences
and everything stated about the
current way of working. Incl.
evaluation of the current way of
working.

“Just looking back to projects. There
is some estimation and you start work-
ing on it and it turns out to be twice as
expensive. At lets say mechanical and
electrical engineer it is less complex and
it the work of next time is really much a
lined with the work of last time. So we
can estimate that better. And therefore
it is not twice as expensive but it is 10
percent as expensive.” (p.17)

6,53 %

Future w.o.w.

Everything related to the way
of working when the Hybrid
method is implemented, de-
scribed by the participant. Incl.
evaluation of the future way of
working.

“But that would be the way of work-
ing. And so coming late with feature re-
quests, either means that that feature is
coming much later in the project. Or it
influences the whole planning.” (p.15)

3,84 %

Improvement to
the Hybrid
method

Suggested improvements or ad-
ditions to the Hybrid method as
presented to the participant.

“Saying, you have to pay here time and
material and then we can say what the
software is going to cost. Somewhere. I
think it is good to take it in the consid-
erations.” (p.17)

4,54 %

Agile & Scrum

Everything related to par-
ticipants perception of Ag-
ile/Scrum. Incl. their evalua-
tion and what they think, or
state, is part of Agile/Scrum.

R:“After implementing the Hybrid
model tracking the progress of a project
will become easier.” P: “6. That is
already proven by scrum.” (p.02)

2,36 %

UML
Everything related to UML.
Incl. questions, explanations
and evaluation of UML.

“So in this case where we are describ-
ing the use cases. I agree with you to-
tally that this is perhaps, the simplest
UML diagram which customers tend to
understands.” (p.25)

2,09 %

Continued on next page
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Table C1 – continued from previous page
Code Code definition Example Coverage %

Information

Everything related to informa-
tion, not specified in the other
(sub)codes. Incl. the accuracy,
clarity, evaluation of informa-
tion, the information needed and
the expected difference in infor-
mation by working with the Hy-
brid method.

“They want to have it as fast done as
possible, but they also want to have, to
get as much information in the mean-
time as possible. And then we say you
want it quick, leave us alone for a while
and.” (p.21)

3,07 %

Align &
Common
language

Everything related to speaking
the same language/terminology
and aligning the team or others
involved in the project.

“And if you use that terminology, to
somebody who is not used to this way
of working you will give an interpreta-
tion of what that mean.” (p.13)

1,59 %

Choices &
Decisions

Everything related to Choices
and decisions related to the de-
velopment, not the way of work-
ing. Incl. traceability, ac-
countability and who makes the
choices/decisions.

“But it is very clear that you have a
point to make a decision. So you make
it explicit. That is very nice.” (p.01)

1,22 %

Dependencies

Everything related to depen-
dencies both between disciplines
and the development work. Incl.
what dependencies there are or
will be and how are these depen-
dencies reported and handled.

“That you weren’t waiting for the final
release, but you had some subversion in
which there were some features avail-
able which you wanted to use at that
moment.” (p.06)

2,63 %

Information
available &
transferred

Everything related to informa-
tion being available, and get-
ting across or not getting across.
Incl. how the information is
made available.

“I think that is also in the stand-ups.
People are telling you what they are do-
ing. So they tell you I am currently
working on this, this and this.” (p.22)

3,65 %

Tasks

Everything related to tasks.
Incl. how and why they are for-
mulated and the clarity and sizes
of the tasks.

“so having a structure will help it to
split in smaller tasks. And has a better
predictability of determining how much
tasks are still to do.” (p.19)

2,86 %

Understanding
software

Everything related to under-
standing software. Incl. how
other disciplines, and customer
perceive software and their level
of understanding software.

“Now they have the name that they are
always too late with the wrong software.
As in general that is very bad and not
true but a lot of people feel that way.”
(p.23)

1,85 %

Continued on next page
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Table C1 – continued from previous page
Code Code definition Example Coverage %

Status &
Progress

Everything related to the status
or progress of a project. Incl.
how the status and progress is
communicated, with what infor-
mation.

“You need to know what is going on,
what people are doing, what the status
is. If they say I don’t want to say that,
then you end up in trouble.” (p.03)

3,83 %

Management

Everything related to manage-
ment. Incl. the current and
future way of working and the
evaluation of management.

“I have a feeling that this way of work-
ing will not change how the project
leader or the project manager will in-
teract with the people who work in
the project. Because their goals don’t
change.” (p.30)

6,34 %

Motivation

Everything related to motiva-
tion. Incl. how motivation is
influenced and the current and
future expectations about moti-
vation.

“I don’t think it will change that much.
Because I already enjoy it. And I don’t
think I will enjoy it way more.” (p.06)

2,24 %

Rework &
Change

Everything related to changes
and rework to the actual design
not the process and not encom-
passed by the other codes re-
lated to rework and change.

“Because you show things to your cus-
tomer, in early stages already, your
customer starts asking questions. So
you also have to take care not to change
to take up too many changes.” (p.10)

2,53 %

Amount of
rework

Everything related to the
amount of rework that has to
be done. Incl. how this might
change when implementing the
Hybrid method.

“So you take more time, you do it more
structured. And at the end what you
have product is, has less bugs probably,
is, has a better fit with what you need.”
(p.27)

2,02 %

Discover
Change

Everything related to discover-
ing that some piece of work
has to be changed. Incl. how
this is influenced by the Hybrid
method.

“First of all because of the iterations we
will see problems, we have these reflec-
tions meetings at the end. So you will
spot the problems, you will identify the
problems implicitly. And this enables
you to react on them faster.” (p.10)

2,12 %

Continued on next page
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Table C1 – continued from previous page
Code Code definition Example Coverage %

Response to
change

Everything related to the re-
sponse after the change has
been discovered or rework deter-
mined. Incl. how should the po-
tential change or rework be han-
dled both in the current way of
working and the expected new
way of working.

“For example there is a decision is that
things have to be changed in software or
whatsoever then now how it’s works is
that Name is also at the conference call
because he is part of the team and he
will think from Okay we need to do that
differently. Then he starts implement-
ing.” (p.16)

2,46 %

Size

Everything related to team,
project and company seize. Incl.
what is influenced by various
sizes.

“So when only one or 2 people, again
talking about electronics, are working
on the board or whatever. That is quite
easy. But when you have a very com-
plex system, or a very complex piece
of software, then this wiring up some-
thing. So this correcting all the errors
we have. Then that takes a lot of time.”
(p.27)

2,75 %

Structure

Everything related to a struc-
tured way of working. Incl. how
structured the current and fu-
ture way of working are and how
a structured way of working is
evaluated.

“Software is kind of a blurred topic for
a lot of people. So this not only helps to
structure it internally but also to show
the progress in a more structured way.”
(p.20)

5,06 %

Bureaucracy

Everything related to (formal)
procedures to ensure a standard-
ized way of working. Incl. eval-
uation.

“If you have less procedures, sometimes
here we don’t that much procedures,
then that is not good. If you have too
much then you cannot move in fact.
That is not good as well. It is always a
trade-off what is the best way working.”
(p.16)

3,22 %

Flexibility

Everything related to flexibility
in the way of working. Incl.
the importance and evaluation
of flexibility.

“But I really prefer these iterations. To
be flexible and to be, to can, to make it
possible to bend and to improvise and
to mitigate risks that pop up.” (p.01)

2,59 %

Decision w.o.w.

Everything related to making
decision about the way of work-
ing. Incl. what should and
should not be up for debate and
why.

“Yeah if a the team feels that is the best
way of doing it, you should leave it to
the team actually. They know better
than everybody else I think.” (p.05)

0,9 %

Continued on next page
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Table C1 – continued from previous page
Code Code definition Example Coverage %

Rules &
Guidelines

Everything related to rules and
guidelines linked to the way of
working. Incl. why certain rules
should or should not be adhered
to.

“you have to follow the rules, or course.
That is why this model is made.” (p.02) 3,68 %

Appendix D
Questionnaire

1. Do you think the Hybrid model will affect your way of working? If Yes, How?
If No, Why not?

2. After implementing the Hybrid model do you think your relationship with cos-
tumers will be affected? If Yes, How? If No, Why not?

3. Do you think the implementation of the Hybrid model will affect the develop-
ment time? If Yes, How? If No, Why not?

4. Do you think the implementation of the Hybrid model will influence cost? If
Yes, How? If No, Why not?

5. Do you think the implementation of the Hybrid model will influence the amount
of rework? If Yes, How? If No, Why not?

6. After implementing the Hybrid model, you expect to frequently feel the feeling
of accomplishing a self-set goal.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

strongly
disagree disagree disagree

somewhat

neither
agree nor
disagree

agree
somewhat agree strongly

agree

7. After implementing the Hybrid model tracking the progress of a project will
become easier.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

strongly
disagree disagree disagree

somewhat

neither
agree nor
disagree

agree
somewhat agree strongly

agree

8. Why did you select these answers?
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9. After implementing the Hybrid model, you expect it will be considered ex-
tremely important to follow the rules.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

strongly
disagree disagree disagree

somewhat

neither
agree nor
disagree

agree
somewhat agree strongly

agree

10. After implementing the Hybrid model, you expect it will become less important
to follow formal procedure and rules if it helps to get the job done.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

strongly
disagree disagree disagree

somewhat

neither
agree nor
disagree

agree
somewhat agree strongly

agree

11. Why did you select these answers?

12. After implementing the Hybrid model, you expect supervisors will show that
they have confidence in those they manage.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

strongly
disagree disagree disagree

somewhat

neither
agree nor
disagree

agree
somewhat agree strongly

agree

13. After implementing the Hybrid model, you expect supervisors can be relied
upon to give good guidance to people.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

strongly
disagree disagree disagree

somewhat

neither
agree nor
disagree

agree
somewhat agree strongly

agree

14. Why did you select these answers?

15. After implementing the Hybrid model, you expect people will not have any idea
how well they are doing their job.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

strongly
disagree disagree disagree

somewhat

neither
agree nor
disagree

agree
somewhat agree strongly

agree
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16. After implementing the Hybrid model, you expect people’s performance will be
measured on a regular basis.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

strongly
disagree disagree disagree

somewhat

neither
agree nor
disagree

agree
somewhat agree strongly

agree

17. Why did you select these answers?

18. After implementing the Hybrid model, you expect information will be widely
shared.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

strongly
disagree disagree disagree

somewhat

neither
agree nor
disagree

agree
somewhat agree strongly

agree

19. After implementing the Hybrid model, you expect less conflict between disci-
plines.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

strongly
disagree disagree disagree

somewhat

neither
agree nor
disagree

agree
somewhat agree strongly

agree

20. After implementing the Hybrid model, you expect, the collaboration between
departments will be more effective.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

strongly
disagree disagree disagree

somewhat

neither
agree nor
disagree

agree
somewhat agree strongly

agree

21. Why did you select these answers?

22. After implementing the Hybrid model do you expect your motivation for soft-
ware development to change?

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

strongly
disagree disagree disagree

somewhat

neither
agree nor
disagree

agree
somewhat agree strongly

agree
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23. After implementing the Hybrid model, I should expect to see improved commu-
nication among fellow group members.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

strongly
disagree disagree disagree

somewhat

neither
agree nor
disagree

agree
somewhat agree strongly

agree

24. Why did you select this answer?

25. After implementing the Hybrid model, how much information would you like
to get or need to have from staff meetings?2

26. After implementing the Hybrid model, you expect to see improved communica-
tion between disciplines.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

strongly
disagree disagree disagree

somewhat

neither
agree nor
disagree

agree
somewhat agree strongly

agree

27. After implementing the Hybrid model, you expect to see improved communica-
tion from group-members to supervisors and managers.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

strongly
disagree disagree disagree

somewhat

neither
agree nor
disagree

agree
somewhat agree strongly

agree

28. After implementing the Hybrid model, you expect to see improved communica-
tion from supervisors and managers to group-members.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

strongly
disagree disagree disagree

somewhat

neither
agree nor
disagree

agree
somewhat agree strongly

agree

29. Why did you select these answers?
2This Question was left off after 4 interviews
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30. After implementing the Hybrid model, you expect, the response when changes
need to be made will be faster.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

strongly
disagree disagree disagree

somewhat

neither
agree nor
disagree

agree
somewhat agree strongly

agree

31. After implementing the Hybrid model, you expect, the need to do things differ-
ently will be spotted faster.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

strongly
disagree disagree disagree

somewhat

neither
agree nor
disagree

agree
somewhat agree strongly

agree

32. After implementing the Hybrid model, you expect, the organization will become
more flexible; it can quickly change procedures to meet new conditions and solve
problems as they arise.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

strongly
disagree disagree disagree

somewhat

neither
agree nor
disagree

agree
somewhat agree strongly

agree

33. Why did you select these answers?

34. Is there anything else you like to add in general?

Appendix E
Detailed Hybrid model for NTS
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